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Plan on weaving a little magic into your life this year with spellbinding imagery from the fascinating

finale of the Harry Potter series of films. Our calendar offers fans an adoring, parting look at seventh

and final film installment right on time for the holiday season. This is a 19 month calendar.
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I couldn't decide whether to do 3 stars or 4 so I rounded up. This calendar is not quite what I

expected. The pictures are not as high quality as I would have liked, though they are fine. Granted, I

am quite picky about photo quality since my husband is a photographer. It has a sort of

Grunge/Scrapbook look to it which I did like. The spaces for writing down appointments are a little

smaller than I'm used to. The dates are numbered at the bottom center of the space, rather than top

left like I'm used to, but that's not too big of a deal. It says it's a 19 month calendar which means it

has mini grid calendars of the months of June-December 2011. There is a free widget you can put

on your computer with the code found in the calendar. It puts a calendar on your desktop (you can't

write anything on it, it just tells you the date) with a picture of a character from the movie. You are

supposed to be able to get a free Wallpaper but I couldn't get it to download (I'm not terrible

computer savvy though, so it's probably just me! Overall, this would be a good calendar for die-hard

Potter fans.

Even though the books have come to an end and the movies are completed, Harry continues to be



a part of our lives. We got this calendar for our Hogwarts lovers and they love it. I hope that this will

continue for many years to come.

I purchased the 2012 Harry Potter calendar for my daughter for Christmas since she is a big fan of

the book series and movies. She and I were both a little disappointed when we realized that most of

the pictures in the 2012 calendar are from the "Deathly Hallows, Part 1" movie and not from the

"Deathly Hallows, Part 2" movie. Many of the pictures from this calendar are the same as the 20111

calendar which she had last year.

I love my Harry Potter calendars, which is why I buy a new one each year. However, someone

goofed this year. I was filling in birthdates, got to December and found not one but two December

23rds. Proof reader for that month must have been getting tired.Gee, suppose they might send me a

free calendar next year for calling this to their attention?????
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